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Lifehouse - Somebody Else's Song
Tom: D
Intro: (This is actually pretty cool sounding, play this 2
times)

(toque toda a tablatura acima duas vezes)

Bm      A2          Em        Bm       A2     Em
  Can't change this feeling,    I'm way out of touch.
Bm      A2         Em        Bm   A2      Em
  Can't change this meaning,    It means so much.
Bm      A2      Em         Bm      A2      Em
  Never felt so lonely,      Never felt so good.
Bm      A2     Em   Bm      A2    Em
  Can't be the only one, misunderstood.
     G  (strum once)
Well I remind myself of somebody else, I'm..

CHORUS:  (Use distortion)

(Here's that fill riff, on the E chord at the end of some
lines)

B      A       G      A       B       A    E (riff)
Feelin, like I'm chasin' like I'm facin' myself alone.
         B       A     G            A
I've got somebody else's thoughts in my head,
  B        A    E (riff)   B        A    E (riff)
I want some of myyyyy own,  I want some of myyyyyy own,
  B        A    E (stop)
I want some of my own.

INTERLUDE:  (Toque a intro, junto com o violino. Toque uma vez
a mais dessa vez)

VERSE 2:  (toque como o verso 1)

Can you see me up here, would you bring me back down?
Cause I've been living to see my fears as they fall to the
ground.
Cause I remind myself of somebody else I'm..

CHORUS:  (toque como os outros chorus)

Feelin' like I'm chasin' like I'm facin' myself alone.l
I've got somebody else's thoughts in my head,
I want some of myyyyyy own, I want some of myyyyy own.
I want some of myyyyyy owwwwwwn.

GUITAR SOLO:  (tocado sobre a intro)  (b = bend up)

VERSE 3:  (toque como os outros versos)

Am I hiding behind my doubts, are they hiding behind me?
I'm closer to finding out, it doesn't mean anything.
I remind myself of somebody else I'm...

GUITAR SOLO:  (toque sobre o solo:  B  A  G  A    B  A  E )

(toque o solo e a progress]ao juntos)

CHORUS:  (toque como os chorus anteriores)

B      A       G      A       B       A    E (riff)
Feelin, like I'm chasin' like I'm facin' myself alone.
         B       A     G            A
I've got somebody else's thoughts in my head,
  B        A    E (riff)   B        A    E (riff)
I want some of myyyyy own,  I want some of myyyyyy own,
  B        A    E (stop)
I want some of my own.

OUTRO:  (toque igual a introdução)

Acordes


